
 
Edgile Selected as Top Partner for Microsoft Inspire Roundtable 

 

Leading cyber risk consulting firm shares successes in securing technology 

through trusted partnerships and enterprise-level cyber community development 

 

AUSTIN, Texas, July 11, 2017 -- Edgile, the leading cyber risk and regulatory compliance consulting firm, today announced it will 
present at Microsoft Inspire—the largest annual gathering of Microsoft's channel partners—as part of Microsoft's roundtable of Top 
Partners from around the world. 
 
Edgile has a long history of success as a Microsoft Gold Partner, with deep expertise in EM+S, 
Azure Active Directory, and Active Directory, and multiple Edgile Identity experts honored as 
Microsoft MVPs. The Microsoft Inspire invite comes on the heels of Edgile being named a 2017 
Microsoft Enterprise Mobility Partner of the Year Award finalist.  

"We founded Edgile in 2001 to help enterprises utilize a new security model to take advantage 
of the digital transformation in technology," said Don Elledge, CEO, Edgile. "Edgile's long 
successful partnership with Microsoft continues to play an important role in supporting our 
customers' ability to securely realize the value and agility provided by moving their operations to 
the cloud." 

Edgile will share first-hand experiences in collaboratively enabling many of the world's leading organizations to securely and 
compliantly move enterprise-wide IT infrastructure, applications, and data to the cloud. Microsoft Inspire will take place at the Walter E. 
Washington Convention Center in Washington, D.C., July 9 - July 13.  

Microsoft Top Partner Roundtable: Top Security Partners on designing a secure and growing enterprise 

Edgile Managing Director Marvin Tansley will join in a global roundtable of top performing security partners to share best practices 
developed working with some of the world's leading organizations. Marvin will discuss Edgile's strategy-first approach, and the latest 
advances in shifting to the cloud while managing risk and modernizing an organization's security model. Edgile will be joined on the 
panel by Microsoft partners Wragby from West Africa and Compugen from Canada. 

Wednesday, July 12, 12:30 PM, Walter E. Washington Convention Center, Microsoft Central Theater 1 
 
About Edgile  
Edgile is the trusted cyber security and regulatory compliance partner to the world's leading organizations, providing consulting, 
managed services, and harmonized regulatory content. We secure the modern enterprise by developing programs that increase 
business agility and create a competitive advantage for our clients. Our strategy-first model optimizes on-premises and cloud security, 
IAM, GRC, and cybersecurity.  
 
For more information about Edgile: www.edgile.com.  
Follow Edgile on Twitter and LinkedIn. 
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